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 ) ~~~ cpeterso Note the difference in the way the power supply and the memory-mapped CPU are connected to the board. Intel
is more careful about the power supply, likely because Intel-designed power supplies can't run at those frequencies. AMD's
solution is "throw more capacitors at it" :) matthewmacleod Yes, that power supply is _super_ high quality. The C19 stuff is

nothing short of a benchmarking marvel. ------ nly $54 vs $49. I got a cheap one to see how it would go, and I think that was the
right choice, because it makes all the difference. It's like a difference between a swiss-army pocketknife and a bullit knife. This

thing is, of course, more compact, but I don't want to use it unless I'm back in the trenches, where my laptop is not so much a
comfort as an outright pain. mapgrep Where can I get one? I've been looking for one for months and I can't find anything. From
the X-bit labs site: [ zaatar At least you can get it on kickstarter: [ v1]( I'm not so sure kickstarter is the best place to find a $200
product. They require 10% of the funding up front to cover things like shipping. The kick starter funding deadline is next week,

so I'd expect the first units will start shipping next month. grumblestumble Looks nice! I'm thinking about getting one for my
own needs. I'm a bit concerned about overheating though. Maybe a cooling pillow might be needed for that. tlrobinson I'm still

waiting for a decent 8" tablet: [ 82157476af
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